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ABSTRACT
The housing undersupply is a current issue in many capital cities in Australia. The
relevant statistics to the housing shortage has been reported by the Australian
government and housing industry associations. The gaps between demand and supply
continuously have increased over the past years. Many factors contribute to the
shortage of the Australian housing supply. One of the key factors is the house
completion time. To overcome the shortage situation, it is significant to know how
completion time can be improved. The completion time guarantees the time of
housing delivery to house customers. In this paper, Little’s law is used to discuss the
physics of the Australian house building. Additionally, capacity and sales and
operations planning strategies are the focal aspects to improve the Australian house
completion time.
KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION
The Australian residential sector consists of many independent building organisations
to construct separate houses, semi-detached houses, townhouses, flats, units and
apartments (NHSC 2013). The total values of work commenced in residential
building are likely to be less responsive to the growth of other construction activities
(ABS 2012). This situation could be influenced by housing supply and demand
factors. The housing supply has been found in a shortage to serve the housing demand
(NHSC 2012). The previous studies mainly focused on housing demand and
affordability rather than housing supply challenges (Liu and London 2011). This
paper, therefore, addresses the undersupply of Australian housing from the housing
supply perspective. The paper presents a possible relationship between the house
completion time and the housing delivery by using Little’s Law.
The house completion time is a key factor influence housing supply. It indicates
time required to deliver a house to a house customer. The paper additionally provides
possible guidelines to improve housing supply situation in Australia through an
understanding of capacity management. It involves the adjustment of an
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organisational capacity toward changes in customers demand. Capacity management
is related to the sales and operations planning (S&OP) that concerns on utilising the
available capacity relative to demand (Olhager and Johansson 2012). S&OP relates
the production level to the demand level at different planning horizons. Accordingly,
the production plan is based on the sales plan (forecasted demand). Then, the plan is
translated into capacity requirements in terms of the total resources. It is
acknowledged that increasing the construction capacity contributes to the growth of
construction organisation. Developing the construction capacity includes using
modern methods of construction such as off-site manufacturing (OSM) (Blismas and
Wakefield 2009). Increasing the capacity requires supportive organisational policies
in human resources development such as training and incentives, and quality control
techniques.
A REVIEW ON AUSTRALIAN HOUSING SUPPLY AND DEMAND

No. of dwellings

Australian Government and housing alliances recognised that supply of new houses is
inadequate especially in the state’s capital cities (COAG 2012; NHSC 2013). A report
on housing supply produced by NHSC (2012) indicates the gaps between the
underlying assumptions of demand and supply in housing from the year 2011-2031
ranging from low, medium, and high growth scenarios as presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Projected Australian housing demand and supply (in’000 units).
It can be seen from the demonstrated figure that all scenarios show the continuing
gaps between the housing demand and supply from 2016 to 2031. The Australian
housing undersupply is caused by both housing supply- and demand-related factors.
The housing supply factors generally include but not limited to, house price, house
completion time, and house customisation. The house price refers to construction
material and labour costs, and land price (Liu and London 2011). The house
completion time is a key factor indicating the period required to deliver a house to a
house customer. There is an increase in the average Australian house completion time
reported, while the production rate has found to be relatively stable (Gharaie et al.
2010). On the demand-side, the Australian housing is influenced by other factors such
demographic and house customer preferences.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research aims to explore the Australian housing supply shortage in the context of
lengthening house completion time. A review of background studies was conducted
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through exploring the opened online databases. The databases include Emerald,
Elsevier, Taylor and Francis, Google Scholar and book publications. Moreover, some
published reports from Australian government and housing industry alliances were
searched. This includes Housing Industry Association (HIA), National Housing
Supply Council (NHSC), Coalition of Australian Government (COAG), Department
of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) and Australian
Bureau of Statistics (ABS). Data collection from the databases focused on the
initiatives employed to explain the housing shortage situation in Australia. The
research processes are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Stage 1: Screening the collected data for house customisation, construction
method, skilled labour shortage, number of houses under construction, and
coordination between stakeholders.
Stage 2: Applying the Little’s law to the categorised data to understand the
house building process.
Stage 3: Explaining the capacity management using the Little’s law in house
completion time context.
Stage4: Developing capacity and S&OP strategies for house building in the
Australian context.

AUSTRALIAN AVERAGE HOUSE COMPLETION TIME
The house completion time can be defined as the time period between the first and
last physical building activities to produce a house and make it ready for occupation.
The house completion time is a major factor indicating the quality of housing delivery
to house buyers. Figure 2 illustrates the average completion times of new houses in
Australian states, territories, and national level. Using 1995 to 2000 as a base line, all
states and territories except Tasmania experienced increased house completion time
during the years from 2000 to 2010 (ABS 2012).
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Figure 2: Average completion time of new houses, States, Territories and Australia.
The house completion time is a key factor affecting the housing supply (Gharaie
et al. 2010). Nevertheless, their study has not illustrated other related factors to the
house completion time. This paper contains an expanded view of factors contributing
to time spent in delivering houses. The related factors to the housing capacity and
demand are shown in Figure 3. Excess completion time is known to a project
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mannager as onne of the facctors that coontributes to
o project deelay or evenn project faiilure
(Naawi et al. 2012).
2
The delay doess not impacct only on time spendding to finish a
projject, but also
a
on ad
dditional coosts to co
omplete thee project. Therefore, the
relaationships between
b
com
mpletion tim
me, scope, cost
c and quaality in houuse building
g can
be ddemonstrateed by using
g quadruplee constraintt adapted frrom a fundaamental pro
oject
mannagement ass integrated
d into Figuree 3.

Figure 3:
3 Quadrupl e constraintts of house building.
b
HOU
USE CUSTOM
MIZATION

Houuse custom
mization reffers to dessign and build
b
a hou
use to suitt the custo
omer
requuirements. Chang and Lee (20004) identified that ambiguous
a
demand from
f
custtomers is one
o of the main
m
issues in any con
nstruction project.
p
Anyy change in
n the
houuse customeer demand requires
r
tim
me from the house builder to respoond. Thereffore,
dynnamic changges of housee customer demand ex
xpand the ho
ouse complletion time. The
houuse customeer preferences may vary
ry from persson to perso
on based onn the residential
desiirability annd acceptab
bility. The preferencees are inflluenced byy some facctors
inclluding houssehold inco
ome, familyy size, and cultural baackground. It includess the
desiign, qualityy and locatio
on of the hhouse (NHSC 2013). The house ddesign is a main
m
facttor which inncludes thee size, type,, internal an
nd external design of the house. The
averrage floor area
a
of the Australian dwellings has
h been inccreased from
m 162.4 sq
quare
metters to 248.00 square meeters from 11984 to 200
09 (HIA 2011). A masss customizaation
straategy is sugggested as a solution tto reduce th
he impact of
o customizzation variaation
(Baarlow and Ozaki
O
2005). This straategy, in tu
urn, could help
h
to redduce the ex
xcess
com
mpletion tim
me.
CON
NSTRUCTION TECHNIQ
QUE (METHO
OD)

Som
me builderss are anticip
pating the ppotentials of
o using ch
heaper mateerials to delliver
morre affordabble dwellings (NHSC 2012). Th
hose buildeers were bbuying hou
using
matterials from
m overseas, although
a
theere were ch
hallenges no
oted in estabblishing reg
gular
suppply chains. Other build
ders remainn a sense off national lo
oyalty to orrganization that
sourrce house materials
m
lo
ocally. On the other hand, otherr builders aare looking
g for
empploying new house building
b
m
materials an
nd new co
onstruction methods. One
exam
mple of new
w material is using ligght-weight bricks
b
in preeference to traditional clay
briccks. A new method is such as em
mploying offf-site manuffacturing (O
OSM) with pre-
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cast concrete walls and building façades (NHSC 2013). OSM is an innovative
construction method that has the capabilities to improve the performance of the
Australian house building (Blismas and Wakefield 2009).
SKILLED LABOR SHORTAGE

The house building is labour intensive industry with its main product of new
dwellings or renovated dwellings. The skilled labour is an important element for a
house building organisation. The skilled labours are considered as enablers for an
organisation to work in the competitive environment and overcome any challenges.
The challenges include new working relationships such as partnering and virtual
enterprise. The challenges are also include changing the construction technologies
and adopting modern methods of construction. According to DEEWR (2012), there
are shortages in some construction occupations such as roof tiller, glazier, plumbers
and cabinetmaker from 2008 to 2012. The skills shortages contribute to the
undersupply of housing (NHSC 2012).
NUMBER OF HOUSES UNDER CONSTRUCTION

The house construction activity in Australia can be interpreted using the number of
dwelling commencements and completions, and dwelling units under construction.
The quarterly published data from ABS (2013) indicate that the gap between the
number of dwellings under construction and completed every quarter has been
increased from March 2000 to March 2013. The gap could be explained by the
increasing in the time to complete a house. As a result, the number of completed
houses per quarter has continuously decreased.
COORDINATION BETWEEN STAKEHOLDERS

The supply chain of house building in Australia includes various stakeholders. It
includes the sub-contractors, supply and installs contractors, building material
suppliers, and house customers. The stakeholders are involved in the house building
process through delivering the materials and information to process the material.
Dalton et al. (2011) emphasized on the coordination among stakeholders to deliver
the work on site in a right sequence. Their study comprised various interviews with
the supply and install contractors including plastering and plumper’s. It was
concluded that during the inspection of the building supervisor, some jobs were not
ready for undertaking on the construction site. Therefore, it required a considerable
rescheduling that resulted in increasing the amount of time to complete the house
building.
LITTLE’S LAW FOR HOUSE BUILDING
Capacity of a house building organization could be explained by using Little’s law.
The house building physics is a systematic description of the underlying behavior of
the house building system. A thorough understanding of the system may lead to
improvement of house building capacity. Little’s law has been applied to a single
production station, production line, or an entire production plant with or without
variability. Applying Little’s law results in the lead time control. Bashford et al.
(2005) examined the applicability of Little’s law in the residential production system.
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Theeir study shhowed a prredictable rrelationship between cycle
c
time (CT), work
k-inproccess (WIP), and thrroughput (T
TH). Gharraie et al. (2012) innvestigated the
appplicability off Little’s laaw in prediccting the ho
ouse compleetion time. However, their
t
studdy was connducted wiithin the U
US housing industry which
w
mayy be driven
n by
diffferent factorrs from thee Australiann housing environmen
e
nt. As seen in Equatio
on 1,
Litttle’s law deescribes rellationships among threee critical measures oof a producction
systtem.
CT=W
WIP/TH

Equation 1

The construuction work
ks are charaacterised witth increasin
ng uncertainnties i.e. dessign,
proccesses, stakkeholders an
nd site condditions whicch resulting in unpredicctable delay
ys of
builldings addeed to the construction
c
n WIP (Daaneshgari 2010).
2
In hhouse build
ding,
Ghaaraie et al. (2010) defined CT as time requirred to comp
plete a housse. Compon
nents
of C
CT include WIP as number of hoouses under constructio
on (NHUC)) and TH ass the
prodduction andd constructio
on rate. Thee study show
wed that theere is a posiitive correlaation
betw
ween NHUC
C and CT. It
I is possiblle that CT can
c be reduced by conttrolling NH
HUC.
How
wever, the study did not
n convinc e that when
n the NHUC may not be an abso
olute
soluution for reducing ho
ouse complletion timee. To understand CT regardless the
num
mber of houuses being built,
b
a conccept from house
h
building system physics can be
appplied. This paper repreesents the Australian house buillding as sinngle system
m as
show
wn in Figuure 4. The system inpuuts are the number
n
of unit
u dwellinngs commen
nced
baseed on custoomer demaand. The syystem outpu
uts are the number off unit dwelllings
com
mpleted andd ready for occupation
o
oor TH. The systems’ process
p
is too transfer all the
connstruction materials
m
and
d informatioon into finisshed housess. The proceess includess the
num
mber of unitt dwellings being
b
consttructed or WIP.
W

Figure 4: H
House buildiing systems.
As demonstrated in Figure 4, TH is, to somee degree, a function
f
of W
WIP as TH
H can
become worsenned if we reduce
r
the W
WIP to som
me point (H
Hopp and Sppearman 20
011).
WIP
P representts the numb
ber of unfinnished housses. The lessser the WIIP shortenss the
com
mpletion tim
me. Howeveer, it may m
mean low ho
ousing outpu
uts being coonstructed. This
scennario will not
n satisfy th
he increasedd housing demand.
d
On
n the other hhand, if WIIP is
carrried out to the
t optimum
m capacity with the increased pro
oduction ratte, it is likelly to
resuult in higherr finished houses.
h
WIP
P may be co
onsidered ass unfinishedd units betw
ween
opeerations whhich occupy
y space an
and generatte handling
g costs. Thhe benefitss of
maiintaining WIP
W can be found whhen operatio
on independence, breaakdown im
mpact
absoorption, settup changes, and spattial decomp
position aree taken intoo account. The
throoughput of a production
n system is presented in Hopp and
d Spearman (2011) as:
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TH=Bottleneck utilization × bottleneck rate

Equation 2

The bottleneck in a system is located at the resource that has the smallest capacity. It
is suggested that to maximise the bottleneck utilisation, reduction of blocking and
starvation of the bottleneck resource must be implemented. This can be achieved by
maintaining a sufficient amount of WIP before the bottleneck resource as a safety
buffer (Gautam and Miyashita 2007). To expand the bottleneck utilisation, additional
equipment, staff, and training are typically required. Moreover, house building
organisations must ensure the flexibility of their labours, quality improvements, and
effective product design. To improve TH, CT, and bottleneck utilisation, the concept
of capacity needs to be integrated. Capacity of a system is a major determinant of TH,
WIP and CT. System’s capacity is a maximum level of TH. Therefore, it is a
functional capacity of each process in the system (Hopp and Spearman 2011).
CAPACITY MANAGEMENT
REDUCTION

FOR

HOUSE

COMPLETION

TIME

Capacity can be defined as the maximum output over a specified period of time.
Capacity management is regarded as the adjustment of capacity to meet the changes
in demand. Expanding the construction capacity is a strategy directed towards the
growth of construction organizations. Developing the construction capacity requires
developing of the construction methods such as using industrialized and prefabricated
concepts. Moreover, it urges for human resource development in the construction
industry including human resource training and incentive schemes, and the
implementation of quality control techniques. Capacity management generally is
found within the operations management domain. The appropriate strategies used in
managing the capacity of an organization include leading and lagging the demand for
capacity (Olhager and Johansson 2012). Leading demand strategy creates a high cost
but it maintains high delivery and flexibility. Lagging demand creates a high
utilization of the resources. Therefore, it enables low cost profile, but there is a long
deliver time.
Capacity strategies are associated with the sales and operations planning (S&OP).
The S&OP contains sales plan which based on the forecasted demand and production
plan which constrained by the existing capacity. S&OP relates the production output
to achieve the demand level at different planning horizons. Accordingly, S&OP
process generates a balance between the sales plan and the production plan. Then, the
production plan is translated into capacity requirements in terms of the total resources
including production output rate, employment levels, inventory levels, backlogs, and
subcontracting. The process of S&OP includes two alternatives: modifying the
demand to match with the production constraints or modifying the supply to match
with the demand (Olhager and Johansson 2012). Modifying the demand is employing
some marketing tools to influence the demand to be achievable within the production
capacity. The tools including pricing mechanisms, new product information and
product consultancy. Modifying the supply is achieved through three strategies: level
the production, chase the sales or mix of levelling and chasing (Choudhari et al. 2011).
Levelling production strategy refers to fixing the output at a constant rate over the
planning period. Levelling the production output achieves a uniform and high
utilisation of the available resources. Therefore, it reduces the costs associated with
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channges in prooduction rates. Chasingg strategy ad
djusts the production
p
ooutput to match
m
dem
mand. Chasiing the dem
mand reducees the invesstment in inventories an
and/or backllogs.
It also achievees flexibility
y at low utiilisation of available reesources. M
Mix strategy is a
com
mbination of
o level and
d chase straategies. In this strateg
gy, the prooduction ratte is
leveelled for som
me periods according tto the stablee demand leevel and theen it is chan
nged
to cchase any dyynamic chaanges on thee demand. Any
A differen
nce betweenn the sales plan
andd the producction plan reesults in a coorrespondin
ng inventory
y or backlogg.
Focusing on increasing
g the housinng supply by
b expandin
ng the capaccity may no
ot be
suittable for thhe long term
m as the hoousing dem
mand in Au
ustralia alw
ways exceed
d the
suppply (shownn in Figure 1). Moreovver, the cap
pital cost off additional assets musst be
connsidered in the limiteed resourcees organisaations as th
he Australiian houses are
prodduced by sm
mall to larg
ge organisattions. In 20
012, 66% of all Austraalian residen
ntial
dweellings are built
b
by small builderss or in the form
fo of selff-build housses (HIA 20
013).
Theerefore, this paper su
uggested thhat demand
d managem
ment shouldd be emplo
oyed
colllaborativelyy with capaccity manageement as sho
own in Figu
ure 5.

Figure 5: House
H
buildding capacity and demaand entities.
Demand management
m
is the proocess of baalancing thee customerss’ requirem
ments
withh the supplyy chain cap
pabilities. T
The process includes using the cuustomer dem
mand
andd providing efficient flo
ows throughhout the sup
pply chain. Reading, seensing, shap
ping
andd synchronising custom
mer deman d will redu
uce demand
d variabilityy and imprrove
opeerational flexxibility. Acccording to Mendes (20
011), deman
nd managem
ment comprrises
of four components inclluding statiistical foreecast, sales and operaations planning
(S&
&OP), colleective plann
ning and fforecasting replenishm
ment (CPFR
R), and ven
ndor
mannaged invenntory (VMII). For houusing organ
nisations, th
he followinng capacity and
dem
mand management criteria can bbe applied to facilitatte house coompletion time
dedduction (Figgure 6). The key enabblers to imp
prove housee completioon time can
n be
cateegorised innto housing
g capacity and demaand management. Hoousing capaacity
mannagement provides
p
two
o approachees to enhan
nce housing supply cappacity including
proccess-based and resourcce-based appproaches. Housing
H
dem
mand manag
agement focuses
on ppricing, salees and innov
vation aspeccts as well as
a inventory
y managemeent.
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Figuree 6: Suggestted key enabblers to hou
use completiion time redduction
CA
APACITY AND
A
S&OP
P STRATE
EGIES FOR
R HOUSE BUILDING
B
G
Cappacity strategies focuss on the ttiming of the
t
capacitty changes,, while S&
&OP
straategies incluude both pro
oduction andd sales plan
ns. Both straategies are ddealing with
h the
longg term cappacity manaagement (O
Olhager and
d Johansson
n 2012). Itt is urged that
empploying auutomation, agility or flexibility
y, leanness,, or produuct modulaarity
faciilitates the use of S&O
OP and cappacity strateegies. Seleccting the S&
&OP strateegies
deppends on unnderstandin
ng the markket environ
nment. Theerefore, it iis importan
nt to
undderstand thee different house
h
buildiing strategies in Australia. Mostaafa and Dum
mrak
(2013) developped four strrategies forr prefabricaated house building
b
in Australia. The
ock (MTS),, build-to-o
order (BTO
O), design-too-order (DT
TO),
straategies are make-to-sto
andd outsourcinng to suppliers (OTS) . This papeer will conssider those four strateegies
withhin the capaacity and S&OP combbination. Th
here are fivee scenarios as presenteed in
Tabble 1. Selectting any sceenario is baased on the house
h
build
ding organissation resou
urces
andd the markeet environm
ment. This paper deveelops a com
mbination oof the capaacity
straategies and the
t S&OP strategies
s
foor prefabricaated house building.
b
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Table 1: Combination of capacity and S&OP strategies for house building.
Leading demand

Tracking demand

• Customised house

design

Chase
demand

Lagging demand
• Limitation to chase
• Rely on

• DTO
• High availability of

subcontracting

resources
• Low volume
demand
• Low capacity
utilisation

• Overload and

delivery problems

• High capacity

utilisation

• Possibility to satisfy the

demand from the own
resources
• BTO and DTO
• Low/high volume
demand

Mix

• Possibility to

Level
production

change the
production rate
• Delay new capacity
acquisitions
• Steady flow of
demand

• Competitive house

pricing

• High capacity

utilisation

• High housing

demand

• MTS

RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS
The house building system is seen through Little’s law. This paper proposes
dimensions from the lens of Little’s law, capacity management and demand strategy
in addition to the previous studies to solve the housing shortage situation in Australia.
Understanding Little’s law concept does not allow only WIP to be drawn to attention,
but also allows the production rate or TH to be emphasized as another key factor that
impacts on house-building completion time. When the shortage of housing supply
occurs, selecting the appropriate capacity and S&OP strategy for house building
organizations should be based on market demand and product characteristics (Olhager
& Johansson 2012). The attributes existing in house-building organizations such as
stakeholders, size, and employment level should be included in strategy selection.
Capacity and S&OP strategies can be decoupled within the house building supply
chain. The idea refers decoupling as physical or organizational separate activities of
an organization which provide organizational unit integration, support change
adaptation, optimize usage of productive facilities, and mitigate deviation within the
organization (Fowler et al. 2000). Moreover, the decoupling capacity and planning
strategies allow house-building organizations to attain competitive advantage in
dynamic environments. Demand management is one of the main capacity strategies
(Betts et al. 2000). Modifying the housing demand should be aligned with adjusting
the housing supply. Levelling the sales pattern to production rate and using marketing
methods such as pricing mechanisms and introducing new products can be included
in the modifying process.
With regard to S&OP, the current Australian housing supply is as in chasing and
levelling scenario. This depends on the size of the house building organization. It can
be proved from the number of houses completed and house customization available
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from each organization. Therefore, this research suggests decreasing the house
completion time by adopting lead and chase scenario. House building organizations
could be achieved this through two stages. The first stage is to move from lag-chase
and lag-level to employ mix-track scenario. This intermediate scenario could be
achieved by using OSM through employing lean and agile concepts. House building
organizations level prebuilt or speculative houses using MTS. likewise, chasing
improve the house design flexibility by using BTO and DTO. House customers have
limited flexibility to change some certain house components from the builders
catalogues as in BTO. House customers have a high flexibility in DTO. They can
change the whole house design according to their needs. It increases the cost and time
to build the house. Afterwards, chasing and leading scenario is the most likely
capacity strategies for reducing the house completion time and achieves a high degree
of customization for house customers.
CONCLUSIONS
Australian house building sector has continuously experienced shortage in housing
supply. House completion time is considered as a key factor contributing to the
shortage. This paper has discussed the shortage problem under the lens of capacity
and demand management. A combination of tracking and mix strategy is suggested to
produce a balance between capacity and housing demand. No single method can
guarantee to solve the shortage. Using decoupling practice within the house-building
organizations can elevate supply performance. More research is encouraged to
explore other dimensions relevant to the situation of housing shortage.
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